Activate, innovate, motivate for hope and change

Prepare to activate, innovate and motivate for hope and change!!! A highly engaging plenary presented through a powerful journey of loss, survival and triumph! Much of the work Researchers, Scientists, Doctors, HIV Outreach workers and HIV Case Managers do is life saving and miraculous that takes a special blend of compassionate magic. The work done sometimes goes unnoticed or better yet unacknowledged. Well, today you will be thanked! You will be recognized!! You will leave knowing every minute you dedicate to support a person living with HIV is like being a super hero. Daniel Bauer doesn’t just talk (blah! Boring!); he delivers experiences and moments that are truly life-changing both personally and professionally. Attendees will walk away with new tools to activate, innovate and motivate. Attendees will walk away knowing how valued they are. Sometimes all it takes is a dynamic “pick-me-up” to rejuvenate the soul and to re-ignite the mission to eradicate HIV stigma, support those who need assistance and to prevent new infections. The International Conference on HIV is where change is being made! Everything you learn during this conference will come to life in a program that will leave you wanting more and more and more while inspiring you to do more and more and more!!

Biography

Daniel Bauer is an internationally renowned motivational Speaker, Escape Artist and HIV Activist. He holds a BS in Management and MS in Family Life Education. He has spoken to more than a half-million youth and healthcare professionals to date. He is currently a candidate to become a nationally certified family life educator. He is a WEGO Health Activist Award nominee in the categories of “Hero” and “Best Kept Secret”. He also serves as the Community Engagement Director Emeritus at The Alive Inside Foundation. He continues to travel the world performing to sold-out crowds with his famed escape and magic talents with a mission to inspire as many hearts possible to believe that HIV will come to an end.

daniel@danielbauer.us